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REAL ESTATE

urban renewal at Shibati community, Chongqing
Thesis by Wenxin Zeng
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THESIS

Shibati, Chongqing

The project is a “urban renewal”
project at Shibati Community in
Chongqing, China. The title “Real
Estate” suggested that the land
never become “real” until there are
activities, communications
happened between the occupants.
The government did several renovation project in Chongqing, either
totally destroy the entire site and
build a copy on the site by saying we
are preserving the history, or solely
refurnished the façade of the
houses but leave the inside of the
house at a rough condition. The
project is a critique of what the
Chinese government and other
oﬃcial agencies in China have
tended to respond to the issue of
urban renewal and preservation of
the vernacular architecture.
The design is to seek an alternative strategy of urbanization under
the globalization and increase need
for commercial space within the old
town. The project is trying to provide
a tactic intervention, which is a
mixture of top-down and bottom-up
design, started from small interventions by residents and connected to
the mega structure by government
and other investors. It provides an
urban growing possibility that what
the Shibati will become in the future
through time and process.
The project started from a
small-scale, ﬂexible and easy-assembled modular structure which can
be built in between the space of the
existing vernacular buildings and
reproducible by residents either for
private use as a balcony, or public
use for opening a grocery shop.
Based on the existing site analysis,

there are school auditorium, reading
room, and children playground were
designed near the schools, and
there are shops, market and restaurants were designed near the
existing main circulation within the
community. It suggested that the
development is not destroyed the
old community to replace it by a
completely new one, but to oﬀer a
more completed living condition
based on the previous life style.
When there are more commercial
coming in the community, the
government and the investors could
help build larger structure on the
upper level to bring together the
small scale interventions, which
leads that the government and the
residents can both participate the
construction of the community.
The design suggested that urban
renewal could be achieved by small
architecture by using adaptive
modular elements. Although I
started from the speciﬁc site, the
design can be adaptive to other
“urban village” site for recovering
the community. Not just expand
horizontally to other site, I suggested the project itself can be growing.
The design is to provide a develop
strategy, which allows scenarios to
happen. The project can be treated
as completed, or a stage for continuing development. The existing
houses might be removal, but the
new intervention helped trace the
outline of its history, and it became
the footprint as a memory. Also, if
the existing building are added or
replaced by higher buildings, it could
form more connections to the
higher level structure.

01 LOCATION
Chongqing located at Southwestern of China, with over 3000-year
writtern records. It was oﬃcially
named as “Chongqing” around
August, 1189, when it became the
feudal domain of Emperor Guangzong of Song Dynasty. In the history,
Chongqing was pointed as capital
for three times, and become the
municipality for three times.
Yuzhong District located at the
upper reaches of the Yangtze River,
as one of the nine downtown
districts in Chongqing. The land area
is around 20.08 sqkm (4961 acre).
The District contained 639,000
permanet residents (2.18% of the
total population). Yuzhong District is
the oldest downtown of Chongqing,
and is the ﬁnancial center of
Chongqing. Financial-sector value
occupaid 30% of total GDP in
Chongqing. The district is also the
cultural center, which contained 1/3
major historical and cultural site
protectred at the national level.
Every year, Yuzhong District
welcomed 40.8 million tourists from
all over the world. It is the economical center and popular tourist
destination.
Shibati is an old street within the
most prosperious area in Yuzhong
District. It was the name card of
Chongqing and the childhood
memory of many Chongqingnese,
where the city expanded from. It is

one of few street that connected
upper level of Chongqing to the
lower level. The lower level was
destoryed badly during the WWII,
and upper level get fully developed
after. Thus, Shibati is one step away
from the most developed city area,
but remained undeveloped for
years. The current condition is more
like an urban village surrounded by
skyscrapers. Residents here are
most the elders, the labor from
nearby province or suburbs. The
government wish to replace this
area with commercial skyscrapers
several years ago, but the progress
is slow due to the disagreement
between residents and the government.

Chongqing City Map

Chongqing main district zone

Shibati Site, Yuzhong District

HISTORY OF CITY

16th C. BC
Shang Dynasty
Chongqing was the
capital city of the
state of Ba

316 BC
Qing Dynasty
named “Jiangzhou”

581-907AD
Sui Tang Dynasty
named “Yuzhou”

221BC -220 AD
Eastern Han Dynasty
named “Ba”

1940
CQ was served as wartime
provisional capital for the
Nationalist government

1937
Nationalist moved the
government to CQ during
the WWII

1929
CQ was formally declared
as a municipality of RPC

1891
First inland commerce
open port to foreigners

1954
CQ Statues was reduced to a
provincial city under jurisdiction of Sichuan Province

1983
The govenment included CQ
in the ﬁrst group of cities, and
its economic planning being
supervised by the State
Council and formally made it
as a foreign trade port.

1990s
CQ was listed as an open city
for Yangtze River development

1997 March
CQ was removed from
Sichuan Province and merged
with Wanxian, Fuling, Jiangjin.
It was promoted to the
statues of one of the four new
municipalities.

1102 AD
Northern Song Dynasty
named “Gongzhou”

1621
Liang
Daliang Kingdom was
established at CQ

1190
Southern Song Dynasty
Prince Zhao Dun named
“Chongqing”, which means
double celebration

1362
Xia
Daxia Kingdom was
established at CQ

TOPOLOGY
Chongqing is famous for its
special topography. The main
district “Yuzhong District” located
between two most important river
in China --Yangtze River and Jialing
River. The city was given name as
“hill cuty” because most part of the
city were built upon the hills, within
the view of rivers.
After being one of the four muniﬁpality in China and the only one in
southwestern of China, the city was
expected to be increased in economy and expanded in scale within a
short time. By July, 2014, Chongqing
has 48 skyscrapers which are over
180m, including 30 skyscrapers
which are over 200m. In Metropolitan scale, Chongqing is home to 32
million people, and is the third
largest city after Tokyo and Mexico
City.
The city has a long history. From
earlier time, people live in the one or
two ﬂoor wooden houses along the
streets. The house has special name
called “Diaojiaolou”, which is a type
of pillar supported house commonly
existed in the southwestern district,
but coporated with the mountain

geography in Chongqing. The lower
level was used for storage, and help
prevent from the wild animals and
ﬂooding. The house was build along
the hill and circulation in between
the house, thus one beneﬁt is that
each house has the view of the river,
and the other beneﬁt is that people
can communicate with neighbors
easily, because most of activities
happened on the street.
With the development of the city,
concrete high-rise buildings (usually
6-12 ﬂoors) were built to contain
more population. The construction
help the building become more
durable, and the phenomenon of
multi-level entrance emerged.
People could enter building from
9th ﬂoor and go down to ﬁrst ﬂoor
by using the indoor circulation.
Under the demand of the increase
population, government has to
produce a large amount within a
short period. New gated community
was established. The activities
happened only on the ground, and
upper level loose the chance to
communiticate with neighbors.

Based on hill topography, old residential houses were built
along the mountain, on the two sides of the buildings. Lower
ﬂoors are functioned as a public area, where people can set
up a booth to sell vegatbles, or using the space to play
chess, to chat with neighbors. Chongqing is called “fog” city,
where the sunny day is very limited. People like sitting
outside when the weather is nice.

Higher buildings were be constructed to fullﬁll the needs of
more people. Based on the topography, Chongqing
constructed those residential hall which had several
entrance on the diﬀerent levels, functioning as a circulation
from upper level of the city to the lower level.

Gated community is a common phenomenon within the
past years. Mostly, it was designed based on a blank site,
with only access on the ground ﬂoor. Living in this kind of
high-rise buildings, people normally do not know too much
about the neighbors.

Diaojiaolou 吊脚楼
Diaojiaolou (吊脚楼) is also called
stilted house. It was often built in
Southwestern China, including
Yunnan, Guangxi, Hunan, Guizhou,
Hubei, Sichuan Province.
There are two major types of
Diaojiaolou, one is built above the
water, and the other one is built
upon the hill.
The advantage of the stilted
house can help prevent people from
wild animals in the past. Indeed, due
to the humidity of Chongqing, this
typology reduced the humidity
related disease, such as Rheumatism. In the end, higher level allowed
residents have better lighting and
adequate view to the river.
The original diaojiaolou was built
in wood only. However, with the
development of the materials and
the characteristic of inﬂammable,
many buildings are refurnished by
the bricks.

Usually the house are supported
by several wooden columns, and the
buildings are usually two or three
stories with a verandah. The ground
ﬂoor is livestock sheds or storage
space, and the upper level is for
living. At shibati community, people
usually rented out the extra space to
outside people; Thus, the density of
the community is also very high.

VERTICAL STREET

“Vertical Street” is a common situation in Chongqing, and it is one of the fastest way to get from riverside to the upper level of the city.
Chongqingnese used to make a living by freight transportation of the boat along two rivers. Those vertical streets are the only way to carry
goods from river to the city center. Thus, many shops and restaurants are opened along the side in order to serve those workers who always
ran between the lower and upper level of the city.

VERTICAL STREET

URBAN PRESERVATION

In order to get the maximum eﬃcient of the land use, many government
will simply replaces the old town with modernized commercial complex. It is
convenient to build mega structure on a blank site, but people will discover
that cities are looking more familar with each other under the globalization.
How to preseve the city identity, and should we look back to the history
become a debate issue currently. Many architects and critics have their own
opinions on this topic.

Jane Jacobs

Rem Koolhaas

The Death and Life of Great
American Cities critiques top-down
urban planning of the government
and proposes a new found appreciation for organic urban vibrancy in
US. In the book, Jane Jacobs argued
that a vibrant urban community
required the participation of people.
The city should be built/ designed by
occupants instead of rigid urban
network of the government. “Everydayness” is the key element of a
healthy, energetic community. The
close relationship between neighbors can guarantee the security of
the community. The
communication between neighbors
can bring diversity and vitality to the
district. The urban planning should
be human-based rather than
government controlled.

“Maybe we can be the ﬁrst to
actually experience the moment
that preservation is no longer a
retroactive activity but becomes a
prospective activity. This makes
perfect sense because it is clear that
we built so much mediocrity that it
is literally threatening our lives.
Therefore, we have to decide in
advance what we are going to build
for posterity sooner or later.”
-- Rem Koolhaas, Preservation is
overtaking us
The absolute rebuilding eliminate
the original concept of preservation.
The project of preservation is a copy
instead of original, but what we
supposed to protect is the original,
which is disappearing. The rebuilding from the scratch seems more
eﬃcient and economical, and the
essence of the identity that the city
try to keep through preservation is
lost.

EVERYDAYNESS

Everydayness is something that is easy to be forgetted by people when
design a space, but it is also the most part of how a space was being used.
Architecture is designed to serve the people’s daily needs, and the good
design should be something could best suitable for people to main the daily
activities. Thus, Everdayness is an area we should focused on when we
design...

ASSEMBLE

Henri Lefebvre

ASSEMBLE focused on human
relationship during the design,
considering the reality issues of the
clients and designed based on
diﬀerent situation.
For ASSEMBLE, everydayness is
the point they are interested. The
design help people to enjoy the
everyday, enjoy the relationship
taken place within the community.
Granby Four Street is a relative
large scale to help people enjoy
everydayness, and Sugarhouse is a
small scale that the studio itself is a
community. The separation of
inside and attached with a collective
working studio allow local artists
communicate witheach other while
enjoy their privacy.

Lefebvre argued that “everydayness”
is usually regarded as an insigniﬁcant part of Western ideology,
especially for philosophy. Everyday
life was an underdeveloped sector
compared to technology and
production at the capitalist society.
For Lefebvre, the everydayness
(boredom) shared by everyone
regardless of class or specialty,
autocritique of everyday realities of
boredom vs. societal promises of
free time and leisure, could lead
to people understanding and then
revolutionizing their everyday life.
The improvement of society are
through the development of the
conditions of human life rather
than the abstract control of philosophy. By reading this, everydayness
in my understanding is the essence
that help to steady and promote the
community.

PRECEDENTS

Inspired by many small interventions within the city. They were built at the
informal space, which might be a view we have got used to. The city will not be
possible developed under one regulation or one masterplan, and those
miniature activities helped to shape the city everyday, forming each city’s
identity. The result of those architecture are powerful, and is one of the
inevitable feature of the city.

MAD_Hutong Bubble
It is a proposal that suggested that featured metallic bubbles were
added to Hutongs to improve living conditions while preserving the
vernacular urban fabric.

Hsieh Ying-Chun_Arcadia in the back alley
It is a space in the back alley, as an extension of the existing residential houses. The stage could further extended as a platform for the
community activities to transform the illegal occupation of back alleys
into a project contributed by all.

CJS Architecture_Landscape of the boundary
It is a wooden installation, which allowed people to occupy freely,
and easy assembled within a short period.

Total Preservation vs. Total Demolition

The most ancient architecture is preserved more carefully with less change, or being total
destroyed due to economical development. However, many recent reconstruction projects are
renovated by changing function or adding expansion to give new meaning to the project.
Three kinds of preservation
-Total demolition and reconstruction
-Renovation on the existed project: change function/ circulation/ layout
-Add another project/ extension but respect the existed project

Raumlabor_Kitchen Monument
Raumlabor are interested in designing space for public activities to
promote the relationship between peoples. The concept of communication between users is essential to the urban project. The driving
force of the design is mainly focused on the experience of the occupants. “Everydayness” is what people experienced every day, which
should not be ignored. Raumlabor are interested in designingmulti-facetted usage of public space a driving force for the development of vibrant, contemporary and adaptive neighborhood.
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Local Government Approach
Hongya Cave is a reconstruction
project to re-create the traditional
Chongqing architectural typology
“Diaojiaolou”. At economical level,
it is a successful project because it
brought abundant proﬁts to shop
owners and stimulated nearby
tourism.
However, it is the case that Koolhaas
talked about in the book, which “the
past is made unrecognizable”. The
authenticity and the culture value
was eliminated when the whole site
was designed and buit from scratch.

Ciqi Kou, as one of the most
popular area for citizens to relax
during weekends, was renovated
without total destroying aged
houses, the existing circulation
remained. The living environment of
local district improved.
Refurnishment of storefronts
attracted more tourists, which
brought job opportunities to
residents, and gave energies to
surrounding urban block.

Hongya Cave

Ciqi Kou

Hongya Cave

23m
central street

2006-present

bystreet

1949-2006

alley

1940s

river bank

Ming Dynasty

Jialing river

40-50 m height difference

40-50 m height difference

HONGYA CAVE

Ciqi Kou

Shibati Intervention
It is a plan of Shibati done by department of city
planning in earlier stage. The goal of planning is to open
up the view and create a green park from Jiaochangkou
(the commercial side) to the river.
The elements of traditional street style was disppeared.
Instead, skyscrapers and large mix-use buildings
were built in order to serve more people and earn
more proﬁts.

It is the most recent plan of Shibati, which
keeps a part of old street-scale topo to create a
promenade that mimic the pervious Shibati.
The program of reconstruction houses are for
commercial use instead of residentical use.
Shibati would serve as an extension of Hongya
Cave, Jiefangbei, and Jiaochangkou, to create a tourist
line across Yuzhong Dist from Jialing river to Yangtze
river.

This plan is the winner of the competition in
2014, which designed by LXD company in Washington
D.C.
The cubic and square are the key elements
in this urban design. The plan incorporated the green
balcony into the skyscraper, and left large green visual
corridor in the middle for public.

This model is done around 2015, which showed
the government have a potential to preserve the
traditional architectural style (Diaojiaolou) and
keep the previous corridor (Shibati).

03 URBAN ANALYSIS

Sec A
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Sec B

Yuzhong District is a penisula located at the intersection between Yangtze River and
Jialing River. Through the section, the middle part of the city is the top of the mountain,
which used to be called upper level, and the lower level is the part near the river. Shibati
is an area that connected from upper level of the city to the lower level, which used to
be a very important street for commercial and living.

Sec C
www.geocontext.org

Residents

Residents Narrative

Name: Xiu Wu
Age:68
Occupation: Hostel owner

Name: Chaorong Li
Age:80
Occupation: Retired employee

Mrs. Wu has been here for more than 40 years
when she married his husband. She opened a
hostel to provide temporary living space for
migrant workers with extremely cheap price.
Her husband passed away few years ago, and
she did not have children.When the weather is
nice, she sometimes would go to Jiefangbei to
glean and collect empty bottles or cartons in
order to boost her household. Sometimes, she
like sitting outside to do stitchwork, or chatting
with neighbors. Her neighbors are also old
residents here, and always help her for carrying heavy package or clean the rooms. When
other families cooked a sumptuous feast, they
would invite Mrs. Wu to join. Everyone at
Shibati took good care of her, and she has
been here for most of her lives, so she does
not want to move out.
Mr. Deng was a member of Garrison comman
protection team during the WWII. His parents
and sister passed away during the bombing at
Shibati. He has been lived here after the war
and has two children. Now, his two children
work at factories at the industrial park, and live
in the dormitories with other workers. The
children went back home when they had
day-oﬀ. Because parents are busy with work,
the grandchildren live with Mr. Deng, and went
to the elementary school near home. In the
morning, Mr. Deng sends two grandsons to
the school, and goes to tea house at upper
level of Shibati, chatting with old friends. He go
to vegetable market twice a week. During the
noon, he cook at home and take a nap. In the
afternoon, he likes playing Chinese chess with
neighbors at entrance of the lane. Around
4pm, he goes to school to pick the children up,
and cook dinner for them. In the evening, they
will take a walk along the stone path of Shibati.

Name: Xun Pan
Age:35
Occupation: Security at Shibati area

Name: Jun Deng
Age:45
Occupation: Porter at Shibati

Mr. Pan was sent to take responsibility of
security for lower part of Shibati area. He has
moved here for ten years after graduating
from secondary professional school.
His family lived in surburb of the city earlier
when he went here for work. Later, his daughter come to live with him, because the kid
could go to school here, which is better than
the one back home. During the day, after
sending his daughter to the school, he would
walk around Shibati area to ensure the security, and help residents solve issues. Many older
residents like him, because he is willing to help
them with chores, such as carrying bags,
changing light bulbs or ﬁxing the phones.
Sometimes, neighbors would bring
home-made food as an appreciation.
Mr. Deng has been here for 26 years, when he
followed his neighbor to come to seek jobs
from Yuelai. (30 miles away from Shibati.
Yuelai is very convenient to go now, but it is
totally undeveloped many years ago, especially
there is not much cars before). He sold his
home at Yuelai many years ago and rent the
house at Shibati with around 200 yuan per
month (now is increased to 600 yuan per
month). He lives with his wife, and his son
went to other city for working. He opened a
vegetable stall at Shibati for over 20 years. He
said that this job is low income but stable,
because it does not require the booth fee. The
government prohibited the outdoor market at
Shibati few years ago, because this area is
planning to reconstruct. Thus, he help
surrounding shops to carry goods or unload
cargo instead of selling vegetables.

Name: Xinlian He
Age:50
Occupation: Grocery store owner

Mrs. He has been here for more than 30 years.
Her husband and she were from Jiangjin, a
surburban district. Their son was born at
Shibati, and moved away when he married.
During the day, her husband help unload
cargo or carry heavy goods. Mrs. He opened a
grocery store downstairs her house. In the
morning, she goes to market to buy food,
and spend most of her time at the store.
Sometimes, her neighbors or friends will come
to chat with her inside the store.
The store closed very late because it is close to
home. Normally, her son writes homework at
the store, so Mrs. He can guide or check his
homework.

Program

Yuzhong District also has many great institution,
especially elementary schools and middle
schools. Those schools are mainly located around
the residential blocks, so children can walk to the
school easily.
In Chongqing, people went to school depends
on the address of the household register,
which is the one that is close to home.

Chongqing used to have plenty of Ficus
virens, because it is easy to survive, and it has
luxuriant foliage which greatful for people to enjoy
the cool under the shades due to the high temperature
in summer in Chongqing.
In 2010s, the government started to replace
the Ficus virens with gingkgo, and it is the
time that many government designed green space
emerged. Low-level residential buildings were
moved, and skyscrapers were built to give more
space of city public green space.

The concentration area of red shades is
Jiefangbei, where the oldest commercial area in
Chongqing, including the oldest mall, bookstore,
theatre, and etc. It is also the ﬁrst place for tourists
to visit in Chongqing.
“Shibati” is located at south end of this
commercial area. “Jiefangbei” was established after
“Shibati”, since the former Chongqingnese live
by wharf. With the development of the city, people
have more choices of the work, and sitting in the
oﬃce became a new trends of today’s capitalism
society. The commercial focus shifted from riverside
to the center of the city.

Residential block generally along two rivers
and surrounded the commercial center of “Jiefangbei”.
Buildings at Yuzhong District are dense-populated,
and were built a long time ago.
Because Yuzhong District is also a business
center, residents often walk to work or to go to
school, especially before the city expansion and
many companies moved out of the downtown for
cheaper rentings.
The land at Yuzhong Distric is fully developed
many years ago, most of residents are old
Chongqingnese who bought the house more than
ten years ago.The price of the housing properties
is two to three times more expensive than the
price in 2000.

Public space in Chongqing included public
well-designed park, the empty square at the
wharf, and the fragmented open space that surrounded
by residential housing. They are normally
served for old people exercise after dinner, or for
pet-lovers to walk the dogs.
For most small piece open space is natural
formation, which not deﬁned by government but
the residents who occupaid it.

Culture Value
Chinese Massage

Tailor Shop

Massage of Chinese medicine is known as An Mo
(pressing and rubbing) or Qigong Massage. It helps to
relieve the pression by acupoint press.
Diﬀerent parts of the body require diﬀerent intensity
and approaches, which need a good teacher and
a long-time practice.

In the past, people would bring broken clothes
to ﬁx, or altering other people’s clothes to for children.
Most Chinese children who were born before 2000 would
have the experince wearing older sister’s or cousin’s
clothes, becuase parents will feel it is a waste to throw
them out.
Nowdays, especially in the city, many families
would throw the old clothes away because it is hard to
ﬁnd a tailor to ﬁx them. More and more brands came
into the market. Instead of buying fabric to make by
own, people choose to buy clothes in the mall which has
already been designed.

Chinese Tea House

Chinese tea house is a place for retired people to
gather, chat or play cards/chess rather than actually for
tea-tasting.
In the traditional old tea house, people only need
spend less than 5 yuan to stay there for the whole day,
chatting with old friends, playing cards with neighbors,
or simply enjoy the cool at tea house.

Chinese style baked roll
Roast sweet potato

In the past, after ﬁnishing farm work, people like
putting sweet potato on the unburnt ﬁre, and use charcoal
ash to cover it until the potato become soft. It is a
convenient and delicious food to eat, because it does not
require too many equipment and time to cook.
Nowdays, because the government does not
allow sell goods on the street randomly, it is hard to see
people sell baked roll and sweet potato in the city.

Domestic pot-stewed food “Lucai”

Cupping Therapy

Lucai is a general name for cold dishes in China,
typically seen in Anhui cuisine, Sichuan cuisine and
Cantonese cuisine. Chongqing was a part of Sichuan
Province before 1997, so most of “Lucai shops” are selling
Sichuan pot-stewed food, which is spicy and pungent.
Chongqingnese like eating this kind food, especially
in summer. The ﬂavouring is very important.
Although many families knew how to make it, people like
buying at those home-made Lucai shops because it is
more convenient and more tasty.

Cupping Therapy is an ancient form of therapy in
which a local suction is created on the skin. Practitioners
believe this mobilizes blood ﬂow in order to promote
healing, and the suction is created by using heat or
mechanical devices (hand or electrical pumps).
The history of cupping was written as early as
3000BC to describe Egyptians’ use of cupping. The history
of cupping in China is dated from 1000BC.
According to traditional Chinese medicine, cupping
is a method of creating a vacuum on the patient’s
skin to dispel stagnation --stagnant blood and lymph,
thereby improve qi ﬂow -- to treat respiratory diseases
such as the common cold, pneumonia and bronchitis.

Chongqing Noodle Shops

Vintage Collection

Noodle is an indispensable part of Chongqingnese’
daily life. There are four typical kinds of Chongqing
noodles, which are peas noodles, beef noodles,
Chongqing Cupping Therapynoodles (vegetable), and light soup noodles.
Chongqing even created a city map with the
rank top 50 of the most delicious noodle shops in
Chongqing, and Shibati has one called “Shibati sunglass
noodles” (top 10), which attracted a lot of people to
taste everyday, including the tourists.
Because Shibati is going to reconstruct, the shop
was moved several months ago.

Shibati has one of the oldest and largest antique
market in Chongqing. In the past, many antiquers would
come every weekends to shop over hundred’s booths for
treasures and rare ﬁnds.
Many years ago, there are ﬁlm camera sellers,
and several booths for stamps collection. However, with
the development of technology, internet, and resettlement
of Shibati residents, less than 20 booths are open
nowdays.

Traditional Barbershop

Sketch from nature

Traditional barbershops are always located within
the residential community. People could have a haircut
with very cheap price, and is popular among most old
people because having a haircut at the salon in
Chongqing cost normally ﬁve to ten times more
expensive than here.

Shibati is a popular place for art students and
people who like drawing. Since is one of few old street in
Chongqing which was left, many people have experience
went to Shibati to sketch.

Playing chess on the street

The video Lounge

When the weather is nice, residents at Shibati
like bringing stools and sitting along the street to play
chess, which would attracted many people to watch. It is
a way for them to gather and relax.

The video lounge located at the mid part of Shibati,
and has been opened for over 10 years. The clients
are mainly people who come to city for works. People
only need 5yuan (0.75 dollars) to watch a ﬁlm.
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It is the entrance of Shibati street from upper level of the city, which links the most prosperous
street of Chongqing to the oldest street of city. Behind the railing, there are skyscrapers,
city complex, and tourist attractions. Below this, it is the miniature of the old Chongqing that old
friends are sitting around square table, with hot teas. The children are running around up and
down at the street. There are some peddlers selling second-hand phones and accessories with
simply constructed stalls.
It is a clear contrast that there is four-lane road at the upper level, but below that, there
is 8m wide steep walkways with disorganized and tinpot stalls. However, there is a playground
for children who live here, a gathering place for surrounding neighborhood, and a breathing
place for outside workers.

It located at the lower level of the city, which is a continous street of Shibati, named
“Houci Road”. It is a road that cars can drive through, and where the informal food market in the
past. Inside the outside wall, there is Houci elementary school.
In Chongqing, children go to the school for free depends on where they live, so all children
within Shibati District were going to school here. In the morning, many parents dropped their
kids here, and going to work. In the afternoon, they returned to pick children up, buying food
here and going home for cooking.

At the mid level of Shibati Street, there are shops on both side, and it is also the gathering
places for neighbors. Shibati Street is one of the major vertical street that links lower level
of the city to the upper level, so there are people walking up and down anytime. The residents
like sitting outside the balcony which connected to the street level and chat together. There are
porters one the street, leanning on the column to wait for buisness, and children are running
around. Old people are coming outside to enjoy the sunshine, doing the knitwork for the grandchildren,
or discussing trivial matters with others.

Perpendicular with the main street, there are two-people wide branches along two sides,
leading to more houses. There are a bookstore with animation books, a tailor’s shop, a video
lounge, and etc. On the upper level (right) was demolished earlier for government reconstruction
and was blocked by a brick wall.
The reconstruction progress was stagnant for a while, many peddlers are selling secondhand books, vases or cell-phone accessories. There are also residents who were moving out
of the district, are selling their furnitures or things they do not want take with them. Under the
wall, there are many activities and trades took place.

There are many small local restaurants within the Shibati area, which are selling local
homely dishes. They usually are old residents who were born and grew up here, rebuilding those
houses after the World War II. Upper stories are their bedrooms, and sometimes they rent the
extra space for workers who come to city from surburb to earn extra household.
There is also a reclamation depot, which is the ﬁrst building on the right. It is a opening
shack with chain-link fences around. pressboards are stacked together, and woods are piled up
at another corner. There are several people who were picking up waste for living. People

It located at the mid level of Shibati Street, which was used to be a tea house. The building on
the right is a dry-cleaner store. Within two months, two stores are removed with only empty
space left. The tea house is a traditional wood “Diaojiaolou” House that the street level is for
buisness, and upper level for residential use. It is one of the oldest “Diaojiaolou” house that
the structure is unstable and the wood frame of window is tipsy.
The dry-cleaner house is a updated version that was reinforced by bricks. During 1980s,
many houses at Shibati was fortiﬁed with brick, because the wood structure is aged and easily
ignited.
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Scenarios

The existing site and Existing vernacular building.

CORRIDOR
The intervention started from the in-between space by
using easy-assembled material, in order to expand the use
from indoor to outdoor space, either for community or for
the own private function.

The intervention of upper level corridor was built by the
government or the investor who seek the commercial
opportunities. The corridor connected each podium system
and make it as a footprint for large public program, such as
exhibition space, ﬂea market, cinema and so on. Thus, the
design helped to formed a second layer circulation, inspired
by the hill topography of Chongqing.

PODIUM

Then, the small structures (scaﬀolding) were ﬁlled within
the space between, the outline of the building was traced
and memorized by the new structure. Even when the old
vernacular buildings were destroyed afterwards, the history
layer was able kept by the new intervention.

For another develope opportunities, the vernacular buildings are either being added or replaced by higher buildings,
which helped to create another access between the building and the upper level structure, promoted the diversity
within the structure.
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